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Abstract
Due to the danger and cost of lightning striking a space vehicle, the Cape Canaveral Air
Force Station (CCAFS) balances between the mission of launching and cessation thereof to
minimize the risk of a lightning strike. This process is mediated through a set of rules called the
Lightning Launch Commit Criteria (LLCC). To date, no empirical modeling of these rules has
been established. To alleviate this shortcoming, this thesis uses the voltage readings of the
surrounding CCAFS surface field mills to establish the viability of modeling the entirety of the
LLCC rules statistically. Converting approximately 312,000,000 field mill voltage readings into
a salient collection of 9,000 green, amber, and red zones for meteorological operators, this thesis
demonstrates not only the validity of this modeling process but also produced an easy to
understand tool to use hands-on within the CCAFS region; the first of its type. As clients such as
SpaceX, Blue Origin, and United Launch Alliance continue to request the use of the Cape
Canaveral space port, the tool provided by this research will serve to ensure scheduling around
probable lightning violations, thereby maximizing operational capability.
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USING A FIELD MILL CLIMATOLOGY TO ASSESS ALL LIGHTNING LAUNCH
COMMIT CRITERIA
I. Introduction
1.1 Background
Lightning remains one of the biggest concerns for space launches. The Kennedy Space
Center neither fuels a rocket if there is greater than a 20 percent chance of a lightning strike
within a five-mile radius of the launch site, nor launches if lightning is observed within 10 miles
of the flight path (Patel 2018). That radius also includes the presence of the cloud that produced
the lightning. Such precautions are warranted given the cost of a space launch scrub. During the
era of the Space Shuttles, every cancellation after fuel loading had begun cost somewhere around
$1.2 million—$500,000 in fuel losses, and another $700,000 to pay for the extra labor needed to
initiate an additional launch (Moskowitz 2009). This concern regarding lightning also entails
strikes triggered by the launch itself as shown with the Russian Soyuz rocket displayed in Figure
1 (Japaridze 2019).

Figure 1: Rocket-triggered lightning May 2019
Photo Courtesy of the Japaridze (2019)
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The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, later becoming the National Air and
Space Administration (NASA) (Suckow 2009), first noticed dangerous conditions when aircraft
flew in and out of clouds. During this period, pilots observed that an aircraft could trigger
lightning, even when no natural lightning occurred (Harrison 1946). Upon the establishment of
NASA, research into lightning and eventually space launches became paramount. However, it
does not appear that NASA fully understood the causes or reasons for triggered lightning during
this period. Instead they focused on avoiding natural lightning, which caused issues with the
Mercury, Gemini, and early Apollo programs.
Apollo XII initiated NASA’s pursuit of understanding rocket triggered lightning. This
launch triggered two lightning strikes, which caused a temporary loss of power and controls and
almost brought an abrupt end to the mission. Adequate backup systems allowed the flight to
proceed without disaster, but that mission brought increased attention to triggered lightning
(Pomeroy 2013). Even though rocket triggered lightning almost caused the death of three
astronauts in Apollo XII, the watershed moment for rocket triggered lightning occurred in 1987.
This rocket triggered lightning event initiated the destruction of the Atlas Centaur (AC) 67 and
all of its payload. At the conclusion of this incident, panels, committees and congressional
hearings heard evidence that the CCAFS/KSC knew the risks of launching the AC 67 in those
weather conditions and chose not to follow their own lightning launch procedures (Merceret, et
al. 2010).
NOTE: this thesis mentions or references NASA, the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) or the Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAFS) relatively interchangeably. These three institutions,
located at Cape Canaveral Florida, serve as close partners in space exploration and defense. Due
to some overlap in these departments, this thesis henceforth refers to either NASA, the KSC, or
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the CCAFS as simply CCAFS/KSC. Weather resources and other documents from Cape
Canaveral frequently mention these as such.
In 1988, the Lightning Review Committee, an independent review board, developed the
Lightning Launch Commit Criteria (LLCC), a set of rules that prohibit a space launch if one of
ten criteria is violated (discussed in detail in Chapter II). One of these rules, the surface field
mill rule, states that if the electric differential inferred using the field mill measurement between
the sky and ground exceeds the absolute value of 1500 Volts per meter (V m-1), then a launch is
not authorized (NASA 2017). As shown in Figure 2, the CCAFS/KSC maintains 31 working
field mills located in and around Cape Canaveral, Florida to observe this differential during a
launch. This research acquired data from these field mills during the years of 1997 – 2015 and is
referenced in greater detail in Chapter III.

Latitude

CCAFS/KSC Field Mill
Layout

Indian River
Atlantic Ocean
Banana
River

Longitude
Figure 2: The field mills in Cape Canaveral, FL, 2019, photo
courtesy of Lucas, et al., (2017)
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1.2 Problem Statement
The Surface Electric Fields rule (henceforth referred to as the field mill rule) serves as
one cog in a wheel of rules that allows the CCAFS/KSC to protect all rockets launched from the
Cape Canaveral Space port from lightning, both triggered and natural. Because of the
importance of the LLCC, our problem statements center around it. First, this research pursues to
corroborate that an LLCC climatology can be modeled using only the surface electric field mills.
Secondly, we seek to uncover which of the 31 field mills are the most important in building a
climatology of the LLCC. Lastly, we seek to know what inputs provide the best predictors of the
voltage recorded by the field mills, i.e., year, month, day etc. To build this climatology, our
research draws its historical inferences from all 31 field mills. With exceptions to outages of the
field mills or instances of missing data, every minute of every day during that time the electrical
field mills recorded the inferred atmospheric electricity measurements (inferred measurements of
atmospheric electricity are discussed in Chapter II).
After statistical development and analysis, the inferred climatology patterns need to be
validated. This validation step includes analyzing other patterned lightning climatologies. Also,
the validation evaluated the climatology created by this thesis against successful launches that
occurred in Cape Canaveral. The CCAFS/KSC evaluates all LLCC violations during a space
launch. All LLCC’s must be satisfied for a launch to occur. Therefore, our validation tests our
climatology against these times to authenticate if the field mill climatology serves as a proxy for
all LLCC violations. Chapter IV discusses these items in further detail.
The importance of building a climatology of these rules appears when considering the
cost and frequency of scrubbed launches due to weather. Weather, specifically lightning, results
in roughly 30% of scrubbed launches (45th Weather Squadron 2016). The CCAFS/KSC tries to
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plan for lightning. However, with the addition of new space companies to the space field i.e.,
SpaceX, Virgin Galactic, Blue Horizons, and others, the CCAFS/KSC desires a robust
climatology that accounts for most, if not all, of the ten rules of the LLCC.
1.3 Thesis Organization
We lay out the thesis as follows. In Chapter II, we document the history of both natural
and rocket-triggered lightning strikes of space vehicles, the history of the LLCC to include its
inception to current status, and the few attempts to model the LLCC. In Chapter III, we describe
the data obtained for this thesis, the statistical methods used for analysis of this data, and the data
behind the validation of this analysis. Chapter IV displays the results of the climatological
patterns, as well as the results from the descriptive and inferential statistical analysis and findings
from testing our climatology with the validation dataset. Chapter V discusses the results as they
pertain to the CCAFS/KSC, the past research that further validates our climatology, and further
analysis needed in regard to the LLCC.
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II. Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
Rocket-triggered lightning, noted first in 1969, creates greater weather restrictions for
space vehicles than aircraft. Because of the importance of keeping a space vehicle safe from
lightning, Chapter II begins by centering on a summary of the physics of lightning and rocket
triggered lighting. Then the chapter communicates the major instances of rocket triggered
lightning and how the CCAFS/KSC tries to avoid it. The CCAFS/KSC codified this avoidance
into ten criteria referred to as the LLCC. Therefore, this naturally leads to addressing the current
LLCC. We finish by focusing on research conducted with field mills and any attempts to create
a climatology for this rule.
NOTE: This thesis references the LLCC but will not state them verbatim. Knowing all details
of every LLCC supersedes the scope of this thesis. In its place this, chapter provides a summary
for each LLCC.
2.2 The Science of Rocket-triggered Lightning
Electricity builds in thunderstorms as negative charges are separated from positive
charges. Researchers of lightning normally describe this field as the positive charges sitting on
top of the cloud and the negative charges sitting on the bottom or middle. However, habitually
the ground holds a positive charge. As the charge difference between the negative and positive
charges increase, the electromagnetic field becomes stronger. Air normally acts as a buffer
between these opposite charges and staves off a potential lighting strike. However, Eventually, ,
the built-up electricity reaches a point where the air cannot serve as a buffer and the energy
dissipates through a sudden discharge of electricity, or a lightning strike. The lightning flash can
either be an intra-cloud or a cloud-to-ground flash. In addition, anything can induce lightning by
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reaching high into the sky and producing a conduit which pierces through air buffer. Thus, taller
objects get struck by lightning first. Lightning rods work in this fashion.

Figure 3: Physics of triggered lightning. Drawing by J. Schoene. Source: (Uman 2008)

A tall building, a large tree or a rocket all potentially function as objects that create an
easier path for lightning (Dwter and Uman 2013). The Space Shuttle sitting on the launch pad in
the Kennedy Space Launch Center can be struck by lightning because of its increased height; it
bridges the gap between the cloud base and the grounded earth. Equally, a space launch vehicle
propelled into space links the ground and the sky with the large exhaust plume produced by the
rocket (Mazur 2016). This, triggered lighting is a phenomenon where elements of natural
lightning would not normally occur but do because of an easier path for lightning exists. The
first documented case of triggered lightning did not occur amid rocket launches. The National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics wrote a document in 1946 warning those in the
aeronautical industry about the presence of natural and triggered lightning with aircraft (Harrison
1946).
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2.3 History of rocket-triggered lightning and steps to mitigate
The history of rocket-triggered lightning intermingles with that of natural lightning. Any
atmosphere electrically charged to the point of natural lightning occurring will also incur the
same risk for triggered lightning. However, not all cases that cause triggered lightning will
produce natural lightning. In a natural lightning occurrence in the 1960s, the Gemini II launch
vehicle experienced a near lightning strike while sitting on the launch pad. Likewise, Apollo I
experienced two natural lightning strikes while on the launch pad. These strikes damaged the
launch tower and the mobile launcher. This experience caused the CCAFS/KSC to modernize its
weather detection equipment in order to prevent natural lighting strikes. However, these events
failed to initiate caution in regard to triggered lightning. The incident that genuinely changed the
CCAFS/KSC’s thought process about triggered lightning occurred on November 14, 1969. This
event stands apart as the first time a space launch vehicle experienced a lightning strike in the air.
Even more disconcerting is that the CCAFS/KSC followed its Lightning Criteria to ensure safety
of the mission and crew. Unbeknownst to the CCAFS/KSC, launching a rocket on a cloudy day
could initiate lightning due to rocket-triggered lightning (Merceret, et al. 2010).
Apollo XII experienced a triggered lightning strike forty-three seconds after lift-off.
Sixteen seconds later Apollo XII underwent another triggered lightning strike. Notwithstanding
this danger, the electrical and environmental systems engineer managed to reboot the system and
save Apollo XII’s mission and the crew. In the analysis of Apollo XII, lightning avoidance
criteria were recommended. Two of the criteria included were: Do not launch into clouds that
look like thunderstorms. Do not launch within 5 miles of a thunderstorm or 3 miles of an anvil
cloud. These criteria became the basis for the CCAFS/KSC’s LLCC until further revised in the
late 1980s.
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Even though triggered lightning almost caused an abrupt end to Apollo XII’s mission, the
watershed moment for lightning advisory and safety occurred in 1987 when NASA initiated the
self-destruction of the AC 67 rocket due to a triggered lightning strike. Figure 4 displays the
triggered lightning from that incident. Reports after the fact showed the CCAFS/KSC ignored
the adverse weather conditions which consisted of rain, clouds and powerful electrical fields.
More specifically a NASA investigation found that launch personnel ignored the violation of the
fourth of five LLCCs during the launch. Furthermore, the main finding of this investigation
drew upon that the AC 67 rocket launched when the field mills indicated the dangerous nature of
that launch. No specific rule for field mills existed for rockets such as the AC 67. These
findings and criticism helped spur the creation of the Lightning Advisory Panel (LAP). The LAP
in turn created the current Lightning Launch Commit Criteria mostly still intact with minor
adjustments today at the CCAFS/KSC (Merceret, et al. 2010).

Figure 4: Lightning that led to the destruction of the
AC 67 Rocket Photo courtesy of (NASA 1987)
2.4 Current Lightning Launch Commit Criteria (LLCC) Rules
The LLCC exists to protect the facilities and space launch vehicles, located at any
spaceport in the United States, against lightning strikes. Weather scientists based these rules on
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experience, research and experimentation. A prerequisite to launch requires the CCAFS/KSC to
prove that no violations are occurring. The violation of any one rule obligates a penalty of time.
If this penalty of time conflicts with a launch time, then this usually denotes a scrubbed launch.
For almost every rule, there exists caveats that if fulfilled can allow a launch weather officer to
check other measurements to determine the safety of a launch. Therefore, due to the severity and
intensity of lightning strikes the LLCC contains vast details, caveats and explanations for each
rule. This thesis, as previously stated, does not regurgitate the LLCC verbatim. Instead we
summarize them by first presenting the four rules which do not mention the field mill. Then this
chapter mentions the six that do mention the field mill. The rules, and the caveats are drawn
from the work of NASA (2017). When this thesis sought other guidance to explain an LLCC we
annotated it as such.
2.4.1 Disturbed Weather
Disturbed weather is non-transparent clouds that contain, at the top, temperatures colder
than 0°C. When a launch carries a space vehicle through a disturbed cloud it violates this rule.
This rule also stipulates that if precipitation or evidence of melting precipitation appears at a
distance of 5 nautical miles (nmi) of the flight path this also violates this rule. This rule does not
mention a field mill piece.
2.4.2 Thick Cloud Layers
In meteorology thick cloud layers are often referred to as stratus clouds. Even though
these clouds produce no natural lightning threat, they pose a threat to rocket triggered lightning.
Similar clouds produced the triggered lightning effect on the Apollo XII. This rule provides
clarity between the difference of “Thick Clouds” and “Cumulus Clouds.” The main difference is
verticality. Cumulus clouds build vertically due to the rising of air. Stratus clouds are lower in
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the atmosphere, sometimes represented as fog, but still pose a threat to triggered lightning.
Rarely do stratus clouds produce natural lightning strikes (Willett, et al. 2016). This rule does
not contain a field mill reference.
2.4.3 Smoke Plumes
The CCAFS/KSC has not yet violated this rule. However, the LLCC does not only apply
to the CCAFS/KSC. It applies to all other spaceports in the United States. This rule tells
weather operators that in the event that a launch takes a space vehicle through a cumulus cloud
that was produced by a smoke plume, then it mandates a delay of the launch until the cloud
detaches from the smoke plume. After the cloud separates from the smoke plume this rule
stipulates that a rocket cannot fly through this cloud for up to 60 minutes. This does not contain
a field mill piece.
2.4.4 Triboelectrification
Triboelectrification occurs when electrons from one molecule separate and attach
themselves to another molecule. This process creates an electrical imbalance and this imbalance
can produce electricity (Forward, et al. 2009). Describing a simplified version of this process is
much like rubbing shoes on a carpet, which compels electrons from the shoes to fasten to the
carpet, creating an electrical imbalance. A rocket flying through a cloud can create this same
imbalance except the collision of cloud particles on the rocket causes the buildup of static
electricity. This buildup of static electricity on the rocket can discharge and cause a triggered
lightning strike. These clouds rarely produce natural lighting but manage to trigger lightning,
creating a hazard to a space flight. In order to detect this imbalance, the CCAFS/KSC relies on
temperature. This LLCC rule states, that a space vehicle’s flight path must not pass through any
cloud where the temperature extends below or equal to -10°C. There exists no caveat for this
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rule. The weather team needs to wait until a cloud, as previously mentioned, no longer remains
in the flight path. This rule like the three before it does not mention a field mill piece (Willett, et
al. 2016).
2.4.5 Lightning (Natural)
When natural lightning occurs within 10 nmi of the flight path of the rocket, this violates
the LLCC and incurs a 30-minute penalty. Caveats for this rule exist if a working field mill
exists within 5 nmi of the flight path and the absolute value of the field mill measurement
remains below 1000 V m-1 for 15 minutes.
2.4.6 Surface Electric Fields
When a field mill located within 5 nmi of the flight path exceeds an absolute reading of
1500 V m-1 this violates the LLCC and incurs a 15-minute penalty; there does not exist a caveat
for this violation. However, when the field mill measures between 1499-1000 V m-1, different
caveats exist. These caveats however, center on the transparency of the clouds and the
temperatures within them.
2.4.7 Cumulus Clouds
When the flight path takes a rocket through a cumulus cloud this violates the LLCC.
Unlike the previous rules, no time penalty exists for this rule. This rule contains multiple caveats
if this rule is violated. These caveats include cloud temperature, current precipitation, working
field mill existing less than 2 nmi of the center of the cloud and all field mill measurements
within a 5 nmi of the flightpath have been between -100 V m-1 and 500 V m-1.
2.4.8 Anvil Clouds: Attached and Detached Rules (Two Rules)
An anvil cloud grows quickly with convection to such heights until it reaches a stable
portion of the upper atmosphere. This stable portion exists because the rising air either becomes
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colder or at the same temperature of the upper atmosphere. Once it reaches this stable point of
the upper atmosphere, the rising air loses its buoyancy and ceases to grow upwards. However,
because of the rising air beneath this stable layer the anvil cloud commences to grow
horizontally instead of vertically. As the cloud flattens it creates an anvil shape as seen in Figure
5. When the flight path of a rocket takes it within 3 nmi of an attached anvil cloud, it violates
this LLCC rule. No field mill caveat exists for an attached anvil cloud. An anvil cloud can lose
convection and the bottom portion of the cloud then dissipates. Furthermore, the top portion of
an anvil cloud can break off from the bottom piece. In both cases these types of clouds are
classified as detached anvil clouds. For a detached anvil cloud one of the caveats states that a
working field within the horizontal distance of less than 5 nmi of the detached anvil cloud must
measure less than the absolute value of 1000 V m-1.

Figure 5: Display of an anvil cloud photo courtesy of
NASA (2008)
2.4.9 Debris Cloud
A debris cloud, unlike anvil clouds, essential are imploding clouds. In some cases, debris
clouds are clouds that break off from other thunderstorms. Since it is difficult to tell a cloud’s
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actions visually, the CCAFS/KSC utilizes temperature to detect this. Because of the dangerous
amounts of electric potential created by debris clouds and the time it takes for that energy to
dissipate, a space vehicle cannot pass within 3 nmi of a debris cloud. This penalty exists for
three hours after the formation of the debris cloud. Two caveats exist for a debris cloud and both
must be satisfied to caveat this rule. The first caveat involves reflectivity, which is not discussed
in this research. The second, similar to the rules before it, states that the absolute value of the
field mill measurements within a 5 nmi of the flight path cannot exceed 1000 V m-1 for 15
minutes.
2.4.10 Justification for the Electric Field Mill Rule
All of the aforementioned rules serve to protect space launch vehicles from lightning
strikes. Since the use of these ten LLCCs, the CCAFS/KSC has avoided any incident in regard
to lightning strikes. Since this thesis used the data gathered from the electric field mills, we seek
to further justify the creation and use of this rule. In that spirit, we will reengage the AC 67
incident when the field mill shifted from a useful tool to an essential part of the LLCC. In the
aftermath of the AC 67 destruction, Congress, the USAF and NASA created independent review
panels to determine the reason for the mishap. NASA’s independent panel dubbed the ‘Busse
Panel’ centered its review around the CCAFS/KSC’s use of the electric field mills. They found
that after the launch the weather officer observed that the field mill reading indicated ~ 3000 V
m-1, signifying a great potential for triggered lightning. This panel also observed that the day
after the AC 67 accident, the National Weather Service, which warned against a launch the day
before, observed the electric field mill data of the launch day and determined that the readings
indicated a dangerous atmospheric electrical environment. In the aftermath this report, the Busse
Panel recommended to officially institute electric field mill measurements as a means of
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examining lightning severity. Because of these panels the LAP officially created the Surface
Electric Fields rule (Merceret, et al. 2010).
2.4.11 The CCAFS/KSC Field Mill Maintenance and Verification
The electric field mill, as hitherto stated, operates to measure electricity in the
atmosphere. The main piece of the field mill, the cylindrical object on top, as seen in Figure 6,
contains a motor that spins a rotor blade at 2,500 revolutions per minute. The term “measures
electricity” can be a misnomer. The field mill takes measurements of the ground’s electrical
activity and records them in 50 hertz (100 readings per minute). It uses these measurements to
infer what the electrical potential is in the clouds. Habitually, the ground charge remains
opposite of the charges in the clouds above. Therefore, the field mill records these
measurements in volts per meter because the field mill stands one meter off the ground and
measures the ground’s charge there. Rather than receive all 100 readings of the 31 field mills
located in Cape Canaveral, the field mill sends these measurements as one-minute means, via
land line, to the weather team at the CCAFS/KSC (Range Generation Next 2019).
The CCAFS/KSC maintains the field mills by checking, inspecting, and replacing various
sensors and components of the field mill. The CCAFS/KSC runs a system check daily.
Monthly, they perform Host Computer Maintenance. Once a quarter, the CCAFS/KSC replaces
the sensor heads on all the field mills while simultaneously inspecting the entirety of the field
mill including the tripod, back-up battery and the surrounding area of the field mill. As needed,
the CCAFS/KSC will remove the field mill and place it in a lab to calibrate it against artificial
atmospheric electricity (Kennedy Space Center 2019).
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Figure 6: Field mill machine located at the
CCAFS/KSC Photo Courtesy of NASA (2006).
2.5 Research into the LLCC
The CCAFS/KSC uses the electric field mill along with radar, weather balloons,
measurements from aircrafts etc. to determine the safety of a launch in regard to lighting.
Because of this the CCAFS/KSC constantly funds research conducted into the LLCC. In this
section we discuss the different aspects of research compiled to support the CCAFS/KSC in
regard to lightning and specifically the LLCC.
2.5.1 Modeling the Distribution of Lightning Strike Distances
Sanderson (2019) discovered that lightning within 5 nmi could be decreased to 4 nmi
when applying the Weibull distribution. This research concluded that with the Weibull
distribution, modeled out of 1000 storms, the CCAFS/KSC could have avoided 182 false
positive alarms. This resulted while incurring 3 false negative alarms per 1000, saving on
average 30%-man hours that would not need to cease activities because of false positive
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lightning warnings (Sanderson 2019). This research provides interesting insights into how we
predict and warn of lightning. It does provide a model to follow to help others measure lightning
within 4 nmi correctly. Nevertheless, this study did not provide a means to forecast or build a
climatology for the field mill or the LLCC in general.
2.5.2 Identifying an evident difference between the coast and inland field mills
Lucas, et al. (2017) witnessed a consistent difference between the field mill data sites on
the coast and those in land located at the CCAFS/KSC. This study proved a median difference
of 50 V m-1 between the field mills in land and those on the coast. It demonstrated a statistical
difference between the coast and inland in terms of electrical potential with the coast presenting
a greater electrical potential. Lucas et al. (2017) aided in the creation of the field mill
climatology for this thesis. Using the dataset provided by the researcher of this study, we
recreated and demonstrated this same phenomenon. Our research concluded that by executing a
correlation matrix of the 15-minute means and max of field mills, no significant difference
between the costal field mills and inland field mills exists. However, this requires additional
testing to substantiate this claim definitively.
2.5.3 Radar Now casting of Total Lightning over the CCAFS/KSC
Seroka, et al. (2012) collected four years of daytime doppler data (sound data) and
analyzed it to build a better predictor for lightning. This study utilized the data to demonstrate
that inter-cloud lightning commonly occurred (76% of the time) before cloud to ground
lightning. The model revealed that the inter-cloud predictor generated a 2.4 min lead time before
cloud to ground lightning. However, this study did not include a climatology for the LLCC.
2.5.4 Developing empirical lightning cessation forecast guidance for the CCAFS/KSC
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Stano, et al. (2010) observed 116 storms using the Lightning Detection and Ranging
Network. It produced a model based on the empirical data of the study. This model contributed
to a five to ten-minute early lightning advisory at the CCAFS/KSC. However, it did not provide
a climatology of the LLCCs or the electric field mills.
2.5.5 Cloud Climatology for Rocket Triggered Lightning from Launches at the
CCAFS/KSC
Strong (2012) tracked cloudy weather conditions from January 1998 to December 2010.
It utilized three databases and determined which databases obtained the best measurements of
cloud data for the CCAFS/KSC. It also produced a daily climatological probability of violation
in terms of a seven, eleven- and fifteen-day average of violating the cumulous cloud rule at the
CCAFS/KSC. It also produced daily, monthly climatological probabilities for violating the
Cumulus Cloud rule (LLCC Rule III). Furthermore, this research broke the climatology and
probabilities into cloud layer (Strong 2012). This climatology and research did not use or
incorporate the field mill rule or hope to combine the LLCC rules in one climatology. However,
our field mill research strives to create a climatology for the field mill rule similarly as Strong
(2012).
2.5.5 LLCC Climatology by Maier and Lake Nona High School
Lake Nona High School AP Statistics students have been building models for the
CCAFS/KSC for three years detailing a climatology based on past LLCC violations. The
students unfortunately have not produced a working climatology as of yet, however, the students
discovered some interesting trends in the data (Roeder 2019).
2.5.6 Climate Analysis of Lightning Launch Commit Criteria for the CCAFS/KSC
Murray and Krider (2005), taken place in conjunction with the CCAFS/KSC, aimed at
understanding the relationship between cloud reflectivity and the electric field mill. A number of
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the LLCCs use radar to detect the severity of a cloud. A mostly transparent cloud does not pose
a severe risk to space launch vehicles in terms of triggered lightning. However, weather
scientists refer to clouds in terms of reflectivity instead of transparency when using radar. A
more reflective (less transparent) cloud presents greater danger to a space launch vehicle. This
study hoped to draw a statistical correlation between cloud transparency and recorded field mill
voltage. However, the conclusion of this study demonstrated the need to preserve equally the
radar (which detects cloud reflectivity) and the electric field mills as both discern electrical
potential of the atmosphere. Murray and Krider (2005) sought to understand how cloud
reflectivity and the field mills related to one another. Our research also seeks to draw
correlations of triggered lightning events and the electric field mill.
2.5.7 Operational analysis of electric field mills as lightning warning systems in Colombia
Aranguren, et al. (2012) focused on calibrating field mills based on their distance to a
thunderstorm. It set about to confirm previous studies about distance and field mills. It
confirmed the previous notion that after 10,000 meters the usefulness of a field mill deteriorates
quickly. The CCAFS/KSC utilizes a rule of 8047 meters (5 miles) to determine if a field mill
should be used to gauge atmospheric V m-1. Although Aranguren, et al. (2012) confirmed a
CCAFS/KSC rule in terms of distance a field mills from launches it did not include a
climatology or a model to use the field mill to help schedule around lightning strikes.
2.6. Conclusion
These studies, mostly remunerated by the CCAFS/KSC, assist the weather team to
improve the tools and measurements of the LLCC. The CCAFS/KSC relies on this LLCC to
protect space launch vehicles from destruction of lightning. Although the Surface Electric Fields
rule is only one of the ten rules, the LLCC proved the field mills usefulness in the aftermath of
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the AC 67 destruction. Since then, six other rules rely on the field mill as a means to confirm
violations. As previously shown, no study exists on building a climatology surrounding the
Surface Electric Fields rule. Multiple studies built climatologies for different rules in the LLCC,
however, no study brings these together into one LLCC climatology. The next chapter examines
how we processed the field mill data in order to build the final climatology for the CCAFS/KSC.
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III. Methodology
3.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the raw data gathered to address the research aims of this thesis as
well as the statistically methodologies adopted. In the discussion of the database, we lay out the
process by which we not only assimilated it but also the steps taken to check for and remove
erroneous data. Additionally, we describe the creation of the research specific database that we
simply refer to as GAR (Green/Amber/Red) data. The generation of GAR data entails using
correlation analysis, principal component analysis, and ordinary least squares. We speak to these
statistical techniques and other methodologies embraced in addressing the research questions
posed in Chapter I.
3.2 Raw Data
Lucas, et al. (2017) provided the bulk of the raw data and originates with the Global
Hydrology Resource Center (GHRC) and the KSC weather archive. The GHRC contains an
archive of the CCAFS/KSC’s field mill readings from August 1, 1997 to October 13, 2012. The
data from the KSC Archive holds an archive of the field mill readings that covers the time from
January 24, 2013 – Present. Lucas, et al. (2017) combined these two sources, ceasing on August
2, 2015. In total, this database spans from August 1, 1997 – August 2, 2015, and Table 1
presents its general layout. Both databases provide one minute means for the 50 hertz field mill
readings as explained in Chapter II. However, upon visual inspection, the dataset contained
several weeks and months of missing data. To address the largest missing portion, October 13,
2012 – January 24, 2013, the CCAFS/KSC Weather Squadron provided five-minute mean data.
These three data sources provide the composition of the raw data as displayed in Figure 7. To
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ensure standardization we verified that all the raw data remained in Greenwich Mean Time Zone
(GMT).
Table 1: General format of the raw data obtained from Lucas, et al. (2017).
Date/Time

Field Mill #

MM/DD/YY
HH:MM

1 Min Mean

Figure 7: Displays the composition of the raw dataset.

3.2.1 Data Accuracy
As stated in Chapter II, the CCAFS/KSC focuses on the absolute value of the field mill
reading and not its natural value. Therefore, the first action we undertook to the raw data was to
convert all field mill readings to absolute values. Afterwards, we sought to verify the accuracy
of the dataset. We first accomplished this through visual examination of the online KSC weather
archive. This process randomly selected three 12-hour periods between January 24, 2013 –
August 2, 2015. In all cases, the data provided by Lucas, et al. (2017) matched exactly with the
KSC weather archive. However, as formerly mentioned, the CCAFS/KSC archive does not
contain data older than January 24, 2013, and the GHRC dataset ends on Oct 13, 2012.
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To verify the GHRC portion of the dataset we turned to the National Center for
Environmental Information (NCEI), which archives previously reported weather events. The
data verification process compares the raw field mill readings with a reported storm for every
year in the GHRC database. In some rare cases, this process relied on field mill voltage readings
an hour prior and an hour after a reported storm. However, in almost all circumstances the storm
events coincided precisely with high voltage readings by the field mills. Those values that did
not concur exactly, but remain within this two-hour window, are annotated with an (*) in Table
2, which shows the random sampling of days and times chosen. Due to sheer scale of the data, it
was infeasible to check all days, times and weather.
Table 2: A listing of the days and times showing the storm events
checked for data consistency from years 1998-2012.

Once we completed the previously mentioned external corroboration of the dataset, the
next phase required internal corroboration, that is, ensuring the data points represented correct
values. For these forthcoming processes, we used Microsoft Excel 2019 and the statistical
software package, JMP Pro 15. First, we sought to standardize each year of the dataset. Five
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years in the dataset contained leap years and every year contained missing days and times where
no data was provided. In particular, 1997 held an inadequate amount of data. Specifically, 1997
contained field mill voltage readings for only three days in August, eight days in November, and
23 days in December. Due to this extreme data sparsity, we eliminated 1997 from consideration
and commenced with 1998. Figure 8 visually displays how atypical 1997 was in comparison to
the amount of field mill readings for the remaining years studied.

Figure 8: Displays the difference between the amount of
data available in 1997 and a normal calendar year.

3.2.2 Rogue Field Mills
After standardizing the dataset to absolute values and beginning the dataset with 1998,
we sought to understand how each field mill correlated to one another. Because of the vast
datapoints per year (approximately 16M field mill readings per year), we condensed each year of
field mill readings into 15-minute means and 15-minute maxes to accomplish a correlation plot
for each year. This process revealed that each year contained field mills that did not correlate
highly with each other. As displayed in Table 3, several field mills correlated below 0.5. Due to
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the location of the field mills and that they share a very similar climate, we suspected that this
correlation disclosed that the dataset possibly contained erroneous data points.
In order to discover these possible erroneous field mill data values, we revisited the raw
one-minute field mill voltage readings. Specifically, we investigated the pairing of field mills
that displayed a correlation below 0.5. Table 3 displays such an example. Upon visual
inspection of this data, we noticed a significant amount of field mill readings at or above 19,000
V m-1. This is significant because the CCAFS/KSC reports the highest value of a field mill
during a launch at approximately 19,000 V m-1 (Roeder, personal communction, 2019). Using
this Subject Matter Expert (SME) logic, we commenced a review of any field mill reading
greater than the absolute value of 19,000 V m-1. This review process discovered that in every
case, but one, when a field mill reading exceeded 19,000 V m-1 this reading also followed two
other distinctions. First, when a field mill superseded 19,000 V m-1, this reading would continue
to remain greater than a 10,000 V m-1 per minute reading difference prior to the reading first
exceeding 19,000 V m-1. It is as if the field mill voltage suddenly spiked and remained “spiked”
and not resetting itself. Secondly, these “spiked” field mill readings maintained a difference of
Table 3: An example of a field mill correlation matrix for detecting possible erroneous values
(as highlighted in pink). This specific example is for year 2000 using 15-minute field mill
voltage max readings.
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greater than 10,000 V m-1 when compared to all other field mill readings within a two-hour
window before and after these “spiked” readings occurred. After consulting with the
CCAFS/KSC SMEs, we deemed these datapoints erroneous and deleted them.
After completing this process and eliminating these datapoints, we again condensed these
raw field mill readings into 15-minute means and 15-minute maxes and correlated them against
each other. However, again this process discovered that multiple field mills in various years
contained correlations below 0.5. Once more returning to the raw field mill readings this process
sought out those years and field mills that contained low correlations. Not unlike the last
iteration, this process discovered the same problem aforementioned. However, instead of
discovering field mill readings greater than 19,000 V m-1, we discovered field mill readings
above 15,000 V m-1 acting as previously mentioned. Not every value above 15,000 V m-1 acted
with the same deviations as those greater than 19,000 V m-1, however, when they acted with the
same dispersion as earlier mentioned we deleted these values. Both of these data processing
steps involving deleting erroneous field mill readings above 19,000 V m-1 and 15,000 V m-1 are
displayed in Figures 9 and 10.
After removing these erroneous values, the correlations between each field mill voltage
readings for each hour for every year maintained a correlation of greater than 0.5, which is in
keeping with what the SMEs of expected. This process eliminated approximately 0.004% of all
one-minute field mill readings. After completing this process our analysis noticed one more
outlier. Figure 11 displays the max of 1 hour means for Field Mill 14. Upon further
investigation this outlier met the criteria of maintaining a difference of greater than 10,000 V m-1
amongst its counterpart field mills and within itself by minute, however, it did not exceed 15,000
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V m-1. To preserve the accuracy of the dataset this process eliminated that datapoint. After this
last process, we discovered no other anomalies.

Figure 9: Visualization of the data detection process for erroneous field mill readings
exceeding 19,000 V m-1.

Figure 10: Visualization of the data detection process for erroneous field mill readings
exceeding 15,000 V m-1.
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Figure 11: Displays a datapoint found that indicated an
error in the dataset, this datapoint was eliminated.

3.3 Condensing the Dataset
After checking for and removing erroneous data, we condensed the data into two major
categories. At this point, the dataset recorded almost every field mill voltage reading for every
minute of every day from January 1998 through August 2015, approximately 312 million rows.
However, this exhaustive dataset represented an unrealistic time window for an operational
meteorologist to monitor in practice. Therefore, the CCAFS/KSC indicated that they did not
require a field mill climatology (scientific study of climate) based upon 1-minute increments,
instead preferred 1-hour increments. Therefore, we condensed these 60-minute values into 1hour mean values and 1-hour max values for every field mill for every year. Afterwards, our
data set included 18 years of 1-hour means of every field mill and 18 years of 1-hour maxes for
every field mill.
3.3.1 Assessing yearly affect
After building the 1-hour means and maxes datasets, we assessed whether year affected
either the mean or max voltage readings of the field mills. Using voltage readings of the field
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mills as the dependent variable, we conducted an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) with the
independent variables of year, month, and time (hourly diurnal effect) based on SME input.
Additionally, we considered a temporal effect of voltage readings by adding a lagged variable.
A lagged variable isolates the temporal effect of hour by ascertaining how much field mill
readings are affected by the voltage reading in the previous hour. It is important to note that the
goal of this step is to not build a predictive regression model of voltage readings but instead
determine how significant the effect year has on voltage readings relative to the other variables
in the analysis.

Table 4: Displays the linear regression model for the 1-hour means,
year reveals least predictive.
Response Sys_Mean
Eﬀect Summary
Source
LogWorth
Lag 1 Sys_Mean 28569.87
Time
278.791
Month
62.737
Year
1.596

PValue
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.02534

Summary of Fit
RSquare
RSquare Adj
Root Mean Square Error
Mean of Response
Observations (or Sum Wgts)

0.617087
0.616948
418.8025
378.0726
143955

Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Source
DF
Squares Mean Square F Ratio
Model
52 4.0675e+10
782217838 4459.736
Error
143902 2.524e+10
175395.55 Prob > F
C. Total 143954 6.5915e+10
<.0001*

Eﬀect Tests
Source
Nparm
Time
23
Year
17
Month
11
Lag 1 Sys_Mean
1

DF
23
17
11
1

Sum of
Squares F Ratio Prob > F
244737885 60.6673 <.0001*
5287142.24 1.7732 0.0253*
57404703.5 29.7534 <.0001*
3.7729e+10 215106.9 <.0001*

As shown in Table 4, whether we incorporate the hour before field mill’s voltage reading
or not, year has the smallest relative effect on field mill voltage readings. Furthermore, when
properly accounting for the temporal effect (as evident by the greatly improved coefficient of
determination from 0.04 to 0.62) year at best has a marginal relative effect. Because of this
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minimal yearly effect, we further condensed the dataset furthermore into one averaged calendar
year. Thus, instead of 18 years of 1-hour means and 1-hour maxes for 31 field mills, we
condensed field mill voltage readings into an average calendar year. As an aside, the SMEs at
Cape Canaveral also noted with other ongoing research that year had negligible effect on
frequency of lightning strikes.
3.3.2 Principal Component Analysis
Upon discovering that the linear regression model presented the year as a very unlikely
predictor, we sought a specific combination of field mills to represent the dataset. Therefore, the
analysis took the correlations and performed Principal Component Analysis (PCA). A PCA
seeks to determine what linear combination of variables best explains the variability of the entire
dataset. In our case, these variables consist of all the field mills. The analysis and its findings
located in Table 5 display that the first principal component of field mills accounts for 79% of
the variability. The next phase is to view the eigenvectors. The eigenvectors explain the weight
needed for each input to obtain the prescribed 79%. The eigenvectors located in Figure 12 and
Table 6 resemble a uniform distribution, which suggests a relative average or global (systemwide) mean. After taking the mean for every field mill of every year for each hour of the year
we then consolidated by taking the mean and max of every field mill. More is explained on how
we did this in 3.4.2.
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Table 5: : Displays the PCA for the means on the left and the maxes on
the right, the total supersedes 100, due to rounding.
Principal Components: on Correlations
Number Eigenvalue Percent
1
26.2158 79.442
2
2.3547
7.135
3
1.3919
4.218
4
0.7975
2.417
5
0.6787
2.057
6
0.2769
0.839
7
0.2581
0.782
8
0.1882
0.570
9
0.1597
0.484
10
0.1482
0.449
11
0.1332
0.404
12
0.1207
0.366
13
0.1115
0.338
14
0.1050
0.318
15
0.0980
0.297
16
0.0968
0.293
17
0.0817
0.248
18
0.0793
0.240
19
0.0750
0.227
20
0.0682
0.207
21
0.0658
0.199
22
0.0637
0.193
23
0.0586
0.178
24
0.0579
0.176
25
0.0520
0.158
26
0.0507
0.154
27
0.0462
0.140
28
0.0388
0.118
29
0.0382
0.116
30
0.0360
0.109
31
0.0345
0.105
32
0.0284
0.086

20 40 60 80

Cum Percent
79.442
86.577
90.795
93.212
95.269
96.108
96.890
97.460
97.944
98.393
98.797
99.163
99.501
99.819
100.116
100.409
100.657
100.897
101.124
101.331
101.530
101.723
101.901
102.077
102.234
102.388
102.528
102.646
102.761
102.871
102.975
103.061

Table 6: Displays the eigenvectors for the 1-hour means on the left and maxes
on the right.
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Figure 12: : Displays the 1-hour means on the left, maxes on the right eigenvectors for the PCA.

3.4 Building the GAR database
After the accuracy process and data consolidation, the next phase sought to numerically
define a violation. In the current LLCC for the field mill rule states that, barring no other
violations, when a field mill is less than 1000 V m-1 a launch may occur. However, after 1000 V
m-1 more restrictions apply that require the checking of other instrumentation to launch. At 1500
V m-1 the LLCC does not permit launch unless there are no clouds in the sky. In order to classify
voltage readings in order to build and test a model, we have the following groupings based on the
absolute voltage reading: Green: less than 1000 V m-1; Amber: Greater than or equal to 1000 V
m-1, however less than 1500 V m-1; Red: Greater than or equal to 1500 V m-1. Forthcoming, this
is called the GAR for Green, Amber and Red.
3.4.1 Three Groups of the dataset
After creating the GAR database, we created multiple ways to assess the validity of the
final model. Firstly, we sought to create 1-hour blocks for the mean and max of every field mill,
1- hour blocks of the mean and max of a central cluster of field mills and 1-hour blocks for the
mean and max of Field Mill 14. The analysis pinpointed Field Mill 14 when conducting the
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correlational analysis. During this analysis Field Mill 14 displayed consistently high correlation
with all field mills throughout the years. Furthermore, this field mill consistently displayed the
highest of the lowest correlations. To view how Field Mill 14 held up with its counterparts
located at the CCAFS/KSC during 1998 – 2015 Figure 13 displays the field mill with the
highest, lowest correlation through the years. Figure 14 displays the same results however shows
the 2nd highest of the lowest correlations throughout these years.
The central cluster embodies the only five field mills within five nmi of any launch site.
The LLCC states that every field mill within 5 nmi of a launch site must remain below 1000 V
m-1 in order to launch without violating the field mill rule. Therefore, any of these five field
mills theoretically could suffice for any launch. These five field mills are: 13, 14, 15, 16, 19
(Range Generation Next 2019). These central field mills can be seen indicated by the dark circle
in Figure 15.

Figure 13: Displays the percent of years Field Mill 14 held the
highest of the lowest correlations.
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Figure 14: Displays the percent of years Field Mill 14 held the
second highest of the lowest correlations.
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Figure 15: Displays all the field mill locations and draws particular attention to
the central cluster of field mills: 13, 14, 15, 16, 19.
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3.4.2 Subgroups of the aforementioned groups
Using the means and maxes of the three groups of the dataset (System Maxes/Means,
Central Cluster Maxes/ Means, FM 14 Maxes/Means) we strove to isolate different
interpretations of the data. Consequently, for each group of the data set this analysis created two
subgroups. These subgroups sought to utilize the means and maxes of both the One-hour means
and One-hour maxes datasets. Therefore, the first subgroup took the mean of every max field
mill value. The max took the max of every field mill for this block of time. This repeated for
the Central Cluster and Field Mill 14. When comparing these datasets, we notice three major
indications that differentiates them. First, these different dataset’s ranges vary greatly from one
another. Secondly, the means do not hold constant across the datasets and thirdly, the number of
outliers decreases as we move away from maxes and into means. To understand the flow and
process of how we created these databases please see Figure 16. To view the differences in two
of these databases and to understand why the analysis chose to sub divide these groups please see
Figures 17. The flowchart in Figure 16 details ten light blue and light green rectangles. These
ten boxes display the ten different datasets that were left after analysis. These databases feed the
final model and serve as the conclusive data component that will run its veracity against the
second launch database provided by the CCAFS/KSC.
3.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, we discussed how we obtained the data, processed it and prepared it, why
and how we condensed it, and the final pieces that feed into the validation process. In Chapter
IV we discuss and present the patterns and findings of the methods documented in Chapter III.
Ultimately, Chapter IV specifies which GAR subgroup database, if any, best serves as a proxy to
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use in lieu of tracking all the LLCC rules. Lastly, we conclude with any validation shortfalls and
disconnects.

3.5 Conclusion
In conclusion we discussed how we obtained the data, processed it and prepared it, why
and how we condensed it and the final pieces that feed into the validation. The next chapter
discusses the findings of our linear regression models based on these databases. Furthermore, it
specifies which database predicted the output better. Lastly in Chapter IV the final validation
will conclude the veracity of the database and the usefulness of the field mills to predict other
LLCC violations.

Figure 16: Displays the flowchart and the 10 different databases this thesis analyzed.
Max of Maxes & 2 more
Max of Maxes
Max of Cluster Maxes
Max of FM 14 Maxs

0

5000

10000
Max of Maxes & 2 more

15000

Figure 17: Displays the distributions of the three subsets of the
maxes, the above displays the max of the maxes.
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IV. Results and Analysis
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we first present the visual patterns illustrated when investigating the
effects of year, season, month, and diurnal (hourly) with respect to the percentages as denoted in
the GAR databases. Next we discuss the regression models that reflect which of the GAR
databases best predicts the percentage of red, amber and green. This analysis determines which
of the previous 10 datasets described in Chapter III will progresses to validation and the ultimate
presentation and or adoption by the CCAFS/KSC. Lastly, we discuss the empirical validation
results presented through the final model. For all statistical testing we apply an alpha value of
.05.
4.2 The Datasets
After categorizing the datasets into the GAR percentage models, we sought to understand
these models by graphing their distributions. Starting with the Red max percentages Figure 18
displays that only the Max of System Maxes, Max of System Means, and Max of Cluster means
hold dissimilar distributions from their counter parts. We viewed the Amber percentage box
plots displayed in Figure 19 and saw that only the max of system maxes contained a dissimilar
distribution from its counter parts. Finally, after examining both the Red and Amber plots we
needed to confirm our observations with the Green percentage. In Figure 20 we recognize a
slight shift from the previous two while simultaneously confirming that the only distribution that
remains dissimilar from its counter parts continues to be the max of system maxes. However,
next we test this hypothesis with a linear regression model to verify that the percentages created
by the max of the system maxes generates the best climatology to test with the empirical dataset.
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Figure 18: Displays the Red percentage distributions, the left displays the maxes, right the means.
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Figure 19: Displays the Amber percentage distributions, the left displays the maxes, right the means.
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Figure 20: Displays the Amber percentage distributions, the left displays the maxes, right the means.
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4.3 Field Mill Data
After visually testing these distributions we next sought to test these values in a linear
regression model to determine the best climatology. The biggest difference between the reported
R2 and the adjusted R2 was .0004. Due to this insignificant differential, forthcoming we will only
mention R2 and refrain from mentioning the adjusted R2. The variable that predicted the GAR
percentages overwhelmingly continues to be the 1-hour lag variable (the previous hour’s GAR
percentage).
However strong the Lag variable remained, the other variables provided strong predictors
for the GAR percentages as well. These variables are Month, Diurnal, Lagging 1-hour, and
Lagging 2-hours. We tested these variables for every dataset in every GAR category. As
displayed in Table 7 for the Red and Green criterion the max of system maxes obtained the
highest R2 at .738 and .711 respectively. Comparing the R2 values with the box plots
aforementioned we see that the only model to be greatly different in the Red category was the
max of system maxes. However, differing from the visual inspection, the highest Amber R2
originated with the mean of system means and is .173.
One of the plausible reasons for the Amber value receiving such a low R2 is due to the
low sample size of Amber criteria. In the raw dataset we continually witnessed the Amber
criteria existing when atmospheric electricity transitions from low atmospheric electricity to a
great quantity of electricity. Consequently, in the original 1-hour block max and mean databases
the Amber criteria accounts for .8% of total values. Conversely, the Red criteria remains at 3.7%
and 1.5% for these databases respectively. Therefore, because of the low R2 in the Amber
criteria, we did not consider using the mean of system means in the empirical validation. As seen
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in Tables 7 and 8 and supported by the visual models in almost every other category the max of
system maxes maintained a wider range and a higher R2.
Table 7: Displays the R2 for the Maxes models.

Table 8: Displays the R2 for the Means models.

4.3.1 Field Mill Patterns
The secondary research question sought to graph the year, season, month, and diurnal
patterns of the CCAFS/KSC field mills. Therefore, commencing with the year we noticed no
trend from year to year as exhibited in Figures 21 – 23. This endorses the linear regression
model, located in Chapter III, which found the yearly effect to have a very low differential
coefficient (F Ratio).
After discerning no year affect, we sought to detect a seasonal pattern. Figure 24
displays the max percentage of the five max models each month. This along with Figure 25
demonstrates that the CCAFS/KSC experiences two seasons, a warm and cold season. Figure 26
took the minimum of the Green percentages for these same five models and follows the same
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DM) vs. Year

pattern. Discovering these seasons consisted of comparing typical Floridian transition months
(May and October) in each year to discern when the weather shifted from cold to warm.
However visible the transition from cold to warm, there was no discernable transition month that
appeared in the field mill voltage readings. Even though we did not locate a transition month in
the voltage readings, we intended to utilize the seasonality of the field mill as a predictor in the
regression model. However, because the month, season and warm/cold variables essentially
report different versions of the same numbers we sought to discern which variable acted as the
best predictor. Nonetheless, when applying both the season (Winter, Spring, Summer, Fall) and
the warm/cold predictors, both value’s R2 remained lower than the month’s R2.
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Figure 21: Displays the year pattern for the Red criteria.
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Figure 22: Displays the yearly pattern for the Amber criteria.
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Figure 23: Displays the yearly pattern for the Green criteria.
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Max(Red Means of System Maxes) & 4 more vs. Month
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Figure 24: Displays the monthly pattern for the Red Criteria.
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Figure 25: Displays the monthly pattern for the Amber Criteria.
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Figure 26: Displays the monthly pattern for the Green Criteria.
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S

Embedded in each month is a possible daily pattern, but we did not discern any when
looking at the year by 365 days. However, moving on to the diurnal pattern it’s important to
remember that the time for these graphs is in GMT. The diurnal pattern for the Red criteria
suggests an even transition from cold to warm throughout the day as seen in Figure 27. This
indicates that atmospheric electricity follows temperature patterns. However, when looking at
the Amber and Green criteria graphs, we perceive a distinct transition period. In Figure 28 and
29 it displays this transition period beginning at 1100 GMT. More discussions on this pattern
follow in Chapter V.
Mean(Red Means of System Maxes) & 4 more vs. Diurnal
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Figure 27: Displays the diurnal pattern for the Red criteria.

Figure 28: Displays the diurnal pattern for the Amber criteria.
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Mean(Green Mean of System Maxes) & 4 more vs. Diurnal
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Figure 29: Displays the diurnal pattern for the Green criteria.

4.4 Empirical Data Validation
One way of validating the field mill climatology developed in this thesis involves
comparing the modeled patterns to similar assessments in other locales. Figures 30-32 originate
from Krider et al. (2006) and show the likelihood of experiencing lightning in the three different
regions. Since field mills are designed to detect electrical fields, one would expect the
climatology described in this thesis to somewhat reflect the likelihood of lightning patterned
elsewhere. When comparing Figure 26, which shows the climatology of experiencing a low field
mill voltage reading (the Green percentage) to Figures 30-32, the graphs are remarkably similar.
In all cases, one can see that the climatology proposed by this thesis reflects a lower Green
percentage trend during the summer months and a much higher one in the Winter months. This
comparison suggests that the climatology patterns ascertained from the field mills at Cape
Canaveral are comparable to even areas quite geographical dissimilar.
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Figure 30: First sample distribution in Krider et al. (2006) for comparing to
Figure 26 in this thesis. DOY = Day of the Year.

Figure 31: Second sample distribution in Krider et al. (2006) for comparing to
Figure 26 in this thesis. DOY = Day of the Year.
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Figure 32: Third sample distribution in Krider et al. (2006) for comparing to
Figure 26 in this thesis. DOY = Day of the Year.

With respect to assessing how well the developed climatology corresponds to the LLCC
rules, we look to comparing the GAR percentages presented by the developed climatology to
successful launches at Cape Canaveral. We used various sources easily documented on the
internet recording all CCAFS/KSC launches dating from 2005 to 2020. In total, we recorded the
moment a successful launch occurred for 159 instances. The reason our research chose this
approach is because NASA (2017) states that every LLCC must be met in order to launch.
Therefore, by this definition, no launch can take place unless, all the LLCC criteria have been
satisfied. Therefore, we know that during these 159 instances we have specific times in which
the CCAFS/KSC did not witness the possibility of a lightning strike, triggered or natural.
Using these 159 instances we tested them to observe the corresponding percentage of a
violation in the field mill climatology we created. Figure 33 displays how our field mill
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climatology contrasts against empirical launch data. The high amount of red percentages in the
left side of the figure, detail that out of 159 instances, 140, (88%) occur during hours when the
percent of violating any LLCCs remains at or below 15%. Therefore, according to our
climatology, a majority of successful launches corresponds with a low chance of violating the
LLCC. The mean of the red percentages was calculated at 7%, while the median was, 6%. Since
we know that the LLCC was not violated during the time of these launches we know that our
model can be used as a basis for building a climatology for all 10 LLCCs. Figure 34 and 35
detail the corresponding Amber and Green percentages.

Figure 33: Details the Red % when comparing to successful launches.
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Figure 34: Details the Yellow % when comparing to successful launches.
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Figure 35: Details the Green % when comparing to successful launches.
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4.5 Conclusion
In summary, we demonstrated the difference between the datasets by comparing the
ranges using a set of graphs. Furthermore, we used a linear regression model to select which
dataset to test against the empirical dataset. The regression model indicated the max of the
system of maxes as containing the best R2. After using the max of the system of maxes to
construct the model we tested it against the results found in Krider et al. (2006) as well as to 159
successful space launches. In the next chapter we discuss how these results could be used by the
CCAFS/KSC and suggest further areas of research that if combined with this examination could
provide a complete LLCC climatology.
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V. Conclusions
5.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to add a resolution to the methods and results applied to the
primary research problem and the outcomes of these results. We also discuss how these
resolutions relate to past research with the surface electric field mills. Furthermore, we consider
expanding and changing the methodology to solve the same problem. We also suggest future
work that can be explored regarding this research. Finally, we offer conclusions on how to apply
this research operationally.
5.2 Results and Past Research
Due to the occurrence and severity of a lightning strike during a space launch, the need
for this research is obvious. Having a field mill climatology that is used to accurately assess the
possibility of an LLCC violation will help forecasting and save money on launches. Using the
max of system maxes we constructed this climatology and tested against a dataset of launches
that occurred in Cape Canaveral. The empirical launch data test proved the effectiveness of this
climatology.
To construct this climatology, we first sought to assess whether we could use field mill
data to expect LLCC violations. Next we sought to determine whether we should use the entire
system, a cluster of field mills or just one field mill. Finally, we strove to learn how to assess the
field mills whether by max or mean and how that changes the climatology. When viewing and
comparing this climatology with similar studies, we found the work of Krider et al. (2006).
However, our research did not exactly parallel all research regarding the field mills. Using the
15 – minute correlation matrices we strove to test the results found in Lucas et al. (2017). When
testing the difference between coastal field mills and inland field mills our results did not
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indicate any significant difference between these two groups. More research into why this
occurred did not fit into the scope of this thesis.
Because of this effectiveness of this climatology and the subsequent validation, the
CCAFS/KSC asked for a tool that easily displays the climatology we built. The tool allows any
user with access to Microsoft Excel to place any day of the week and a one-hour time slot and
Excel will relay the historical climatological GAR percentage. A screen shot of this tool can be
seen in Figure 36.

Figure 36: Details a screenshot of the tool provided by this thesis to the CCAFS/KSC.

5.3 Alternative Methodology and Future Research
Because we used other research to validate our climatology, we also discovered alternate
methods in developing this research. The electric field mill serves as one tool used by the
CCAFS/KSC to measure the propensity of a lightning strike, triggered or natural. The
CCAFS/KSC holds numerous tools including radar, doppler, weather balloons etc., to understand
the weather’s inclination for lightning. Although the findings of this thesis remain important, the
field mill only serves as one component of the larger lightning avoidance system. For a
complete LLCC climatology to be built future research needs to consider integrating a radar
climatology. Murray and Krider (2005) discusses the difficulty substituting a field mill for radar.
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As discussed in Chapter II radar measures the reflectivity of a cloud (more transparent a cloud,
the less potential for lightning). Thus, both components serve as very different tools that can
detect the dangerous potential of an electrified cloud.
This thesis seeks not only to build a field mill climatology but to understand how that
climatology acts when compared to other LLCC. Specifically, how does the field mill
climatology contrast when compared to cloud to ground and intra cloud lightning data? The
CCAFS/KSC archives this data and allows open access for anyone to download from the KSC
archive mentioned in Chapter III. Adding both radar and lightning data could provide an
exceptionally robust climatology.
This past data should also be compared over many years. A major finding for our
research discovered that over 18 years of field mill data, the variable that mattered the least when
it came to observing the empirical launch dataset, was, the year. If this is the case, further
research could prove this phenomenon with radar, and lightning. Doing so could save on the
costs of archived weather data and possibly divert research to looking at recent data instead of
the past.
5.4 Final Remarks
While this topic requires further research to verify the findings, the outcome of this study
was significant. With just a field mill climatology, our climatology demonstrated a mean red
percentage of 7% during successful launches, indicating that an overwhelming majority of the
time the field mill climatology expected the CCAFS/KSC to launch when a launch actually
occurred. This climatology demonstrated the surface field mill data serves to understand the
relationship with all 10 LLCCs. If researched further, this process could be replicated to include
lightning, radar and other datasets thus making it a true and complete climatology of all the
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LLCC violations at the CCAFS/KSC. Therefore, we recommend that the CCAFS/KSC use this
climatology to support LLCC violation forecasting and training.
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